Blaze Orange Deluxe Safety Vest

Important Made in USA Origin Disclaimer: For certain items sold by Walmart on Walmart.com, the displayed country of origin information may not be accurate or consistent with manufacturer information. For updated, accurate country of origin data, it is recommended that you rely on product packaging or manufacturer information.


About this item

URL: http://www.walmart.com/ip/150122697

*Note: The above images do not reflect an exact replica of the product page due to space limitations. Relevant product origin information has been extracted and highlighted by TINA.org.

Rothco Deluxe "Easy 10" Safety Vest

MSRP $16.99

Quantity:

Item #: 6528 Price: $16.99

Specifications

Super Quiet Material

- Spec Sheet: Get Spec Sheet
- Shipping Dimensions: Click Here To View
- Brand: Rothco
- UPC Label On Product: No
- Gender / Age: Adult
- Material: Polyester
- Material Spacs: 100% Polyester
- Weather: All Weather
- Closures And Fasteners: Hook and Loop
- Product Origin: CHN
- Printable: Yes
- Color: Blaze Orange
- Catalog page: 46
- 1 Related collections: Safety Vest

*Note: The above images do not reflect an exact replica of the product page due to space limitations. Relevant product origin information has been extracted and highlighted by TINA.org.